
HIMSS11 ANNUAL CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION
Education Session Evaluation

Session Title:

Session #:

All Sessions 134

Completed Evaluation Forms (sample size, N ) 12,166 55

The extent to which this session provided you 
with new & practical information 3.93 4.65

The extent to which learning objectives of the 
session were met 4.04 4.69

Effectiveness of the slide presentation 4.00 4.73

Speaker 1- Knowledge about the topic 4.40 4.96

Speaker 1- Effectiveness in presenting the 
material 4.16 4.80

Speaker 1- The degree to which speaker 
avoided commercial bias or influence 4.39 4.77

Speaker 1- Likelihood of recommending 
speaker to peers 4.03 4.74

68% 87%

80% 84%

Overall the session was 4.06 4.72

Note: For sessions with less than 50 completed evaluations (n<50), statistical values should be viewed with caution.
* The rating scale used: Excellent (5), Very Good (4), Good (3), Fair (2), Poor (1), and N/A (no value).
Speakers are compared to an overall speaker average regardless of the order of presentation.

Designing a Quality Initiative: Principles, Quality Metrics, Public Reporting
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4. SESSION OVERALL 
EVALUATION

1. LEARNING 
EXPERIENCE
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E Were you provided disclosure of significant support or substantial financial 
relationships between faculty and commercial entities? % Yes

Was bias in favor of a product present to the extent that the presentation was 
unbalanced or represented commercial promotion?  % No
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HIMSS11 ANNUAL CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION Participants' Comments
Education Session Evaluation

Session 
#

If you feel any of the presentations were 
unbalanced please elaborate:

How can the educational aspects of this activity 
be improved? Overall comments about this session:

134 opportunity for further discussion
134 So much good information, too little time 

Speaker had to talk fast - very good work 
inspirational

Room 330 difficult to find - confusing

134 Best one I saw!
134 Best presenter that I attended so far.
134 Different content was from what I expected.  

However, this was an inspiring session.  It is so 
refreshing to see a "doctor" is really about: care 
for his/her patient.

134 Excellent - one of 1st presentations I have ever 
sat in.

134 Excellent ideas.  This is where we have to go with 
healthcare.

134 Exceptional, outstanding…inspiring.
134 Fantastic!
134 Great, real world comments from a committed 

physician.  A rare treat!
134 It was wonderful to see exacting metrics used to 

improve the quality of care for patients.  I will use 
the "steps" in my practice.

134 More sessions like this please!
134 one of the best presentations at NIMSS!
134 One of the best, most inspirational speakers ever 

heard!!
134 Outstanding Should have been a keynote!  

Mandatory attendance!
134 Speaker was excellent, had great insight and 

"passion" for his subject.
134 Very inspirational - unexpectedly so.  Both in 

terms of an expression of professional & technical 
excellence but also in terms of exercising a 
humane approach to healthcare.
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